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Do Now
What is development and how 
can we measure it to compare 
one country with another?

Aim
§ To understand how development is measured
PREVIEW



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=b39-LoJeJnk

PR
EV
IEW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b39-LoJeJnk


Definitions

• Development is the progress of a country in terms of 
economic growth, the use of technology and human welfare. 
There are different types of  development, including economic, 
social, cultural and environmental developments.

• Low income country (LIC) – countries that have a GNI 
per capita of $1,045 according to the World Bank. These are 
poorer countries that have mainly primary jobs such as 
farming and mining.  Countries include Bangladesh and Mali.

• High income country (HIC)  - a country that has a GNI 
per capita of $12,746 or above according to the World Bank. 
These are richer countries that have lots of industry and 
service jobs such as the UK and Japan.
PREVIEW



Task
1. Complete the measures of development sheet

2. Colour each indicator to highlight if it is economic or 
social

3. What characteristics would you expect to see in a 
developed country? And an undeveloped country? Draw a 
table to write these characteristics

Ext - Pick at least three indicators and complete the 
following sentences. See how many indicators you can link 
your original one to.  You must explain your answer

e.g.. If a country has a high GNI this means it will have a low 
death rate and LE as more money will be spent on healthcarePREVIEW



http://www.globalrichlist.com/index
.php

PR
EV
IEW

http://www.globalrichlist.com/index.php


More definitions

1. Fertility Rate
2. Dependency Ratio
3. Infant mortality rate
4. Life Expectancy
5. Migration
6. Natural Increase
7. Population Distribution
8. Population DensityPREVIEW



1. Fertility rate 

Total Fertility Rate = average number of children born to 
each woman over the course of her life (independent of 
age – sex structure of the population)

General Fertility Rate = number of births per 1000 
women aged 15 to 45

2. Dependency Ratio
The ratio of economically active to economically inactive 
people within a population.

3. Infant mortality rate
The annual number of deaths of infants under age 1 per 
1000 live birthsPREVIEW



4. Life expectancy 
The number of years an individual is expected to 
live. 

5. Migration
Migration is the movement of people. It can involve 
a permanent or temporary movement and can be 
voluntary or as in the case of refugees forced.

6. Natural Increase
The difference between birth and death rates. PREVIEW



7. Population distribution
The way in which a population is spread over an 
area

8. Population density 
The number of people per specified area

PREVIEW



Task
Of the 8 definitions you have just looked at, 
chose 3 which would show that a country 
is developed and 3 that would show that a 
country is not developed. 

Explain your choices 

PREVIEW



The Development Gap

“The difference in affluence 
between richer and poorer 

countries. This gap has increased 
over time.”PREVIEW



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=9-4V3HR696k
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Categorising countries -

What is meant by First, Second and Third world?

What development indicator is used to measure 
these?

What is the problem with this form of categorisation?

Task

PREVIEW



The Brandt Line (1980)

• This line is a visual depiction of the  supposed 
North-South divide.

• On your blank map, draw (in pencil) where 
you think the Brandt line would be.

• Were you correct?
• What do you think the problems with this 

sort of classification are?

PREVIEW



The Brandt Line

Draw this line on your mapPREVIEW



Look through an atlas – try to pick out 
anomalous (usual) results within the 
development indicators (remind yourself of 
these from last lesson.
1 - Can you explain these results?
2 - How do these show that the Brandt 
line is not appropriate way to categorise 
development?

Task

PREVIEW



HICs, LICs and NEEs

Colour your map like the one abovePREVIEW



HICs

• The wealthiest countries in the world
• GNI per head is high
• High quality of life
• E.g. UK, USA, France, Germany

PREVIEW



LICs

• The poorest countries in the world
• GNI per head is low
• Low quality of life
• E.g. Afghanistan, Somalia, Uganda

PREVIEW



NEEs

• Rapidly getting richer
• Moving from primary to secondary industry
• Quality of life for citizens is improving
• E.g. India, China, Brazil, Russia

PREVIEW



How to make a country rich…

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9zThcMJ
zQU

PREVIEW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9zThcMJzQU


The Development Continuum

• As countries develop, they pass from one 
condition to another. 

• The transition is gradual, with no abrupt 
points of change. 

• The development process, with countries at 
different stages of development and 
developing in different ways, is referred to as 
the development continuum.PREVIEW



• Create a table like the one below. Fill it in using the 
information given

Causes of 
debt

Consequenc
es of debt

Solutions to 
the debt 
crisis

How does 
debt hinder 
economic 
developmen
t?

Task

PREVIEW



What have we learnt today?

Aim
§ To understand how development is measured

PREVIEW


